
 

SHOOT 
 
35mm B&W camera negative exposed on 
location. 
 
Sound recordings made on location and 
saved as files to disc. 
 
Additional pick-up footage shot later in studio. 
 

LABORATORY 
 
35mm camera negative rushes developed at 
laboratory. 
 
Developed 35mm camera negative is telecined 
(transferred to digital video) at laboratory to 
DVCAM (standard definition video) to create offline 
rushes for editing. 
 
Location sound recording files are synchronised to 
image (using clapperboard as a reference) at 
laboratory, and laid onto the DVCAM videotapes. 

OFFLINE EDITING 
 
Offline DVCAM videotapes are digitised into Final 
Cut Pro with synchronised audio. 
 
Offline Editing: the main stage of editing picture 
and audio in Final Cut Pro. 
 
After several editing revisions, the Picture Lock is 
arrived at. No further changes to picture editing. 
 
Final Picture Lock is exported as an offline 
Quicktime SD video file for reference only, with 2-
pop added at head of sequence, to enable sound to 
stay in-sync through the workflow. 
 

SOUND / MUSIC 
 
Music Score: music composer works with offline 
Quicktime Picture Lock and unmixed audio as a 
reference to create the score. 
 
Score completed after several revisions. 
 
Sound Mix: an OMF file of all unmixed audio from the 
media tracklay in the Offline is exported from Final Cut 
Pro and given to the Sound Designer, along with 
Quicktime file of the picture edit as reference. 
 
Sound Designer cleans up the location audio recordings 
and creates the EQ (adjusts the quality of the voice), 
records and adds foley, lays in extra sound effects, and 
adds atmosphere or 'tone' to the soundspace. 
 
Music score added and sound designer 'rides' the score 
into the mix. 
 
Final sound mix is output as a stereo WAV file, using 2-
pop as reference to keep picture and audio in sync. 

ONLINE EDITING 
 
Offline editing system (Final Cut Pro) exports an interchange file (Edit 
Decision List) that tells the high-end Online editing system the exact sections 
of the original camera negative that are needed to recreate the picture edit at 
high resolution. 
 
After being ultrasonically cleaned, the individual 35mm sequences of original 
camera negative to be used in the final picture are scanned at 2K (digital 
cinema) video resolution.  
 
In 2K video, each image sequence is de-spotted and flares and scratches 
are digitally painted out. 
 
The 2K video files are lined up to precisely match the offline picture edit (the 
'conform') and checked against the offline for any errors in matching up the 
edit. 
 
The grade takes place in Lustre Telecine Suite: the picture is adjusted for 
brightness and contrast, and masks are applied, creating the final picture 
sequence. 
 
Final graded picture is lined up with the audio mix WAV, using the 2-pop. 
 
Final graded picture with sync sound is output to HDCAM-SR tape and 10-bit 
uncompressed 4:2:2 Quicktime HD file. 
 

FINAL GALLERY MASTERS 
 
From the uncompressed HD file, a 
compressed HD master file for 
looping gallery playback is created. 
 
The BluRay master for looping 
gallery playback is created.  
 
The film is now complete. 
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